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************************************************************************

Happy holidays all.  Despite currently juggling a few too many things,
I was determined to have the latest issue in your mailboxes before
the end of the year. Voila.  As you've probably read in these pages
already, the newsletter only makes an appearance once I've gathered what I
deem is enough material for another issue.  So, it's a bit amazing to me
that even after releasing their first studio album in 7 years, talk about
the Sprouts has dwindled down again to a mere murmur.  Hopefully, some of the
year-end magazine issues will be mentioning the Sprouts and/or 'Andromeda
Heights'.  If you see/read anything, please forward it onward.  
Much appreciated.

- I suppose the next logical question to ask is: well, when's the NEXT
album going to hit the shelves?  In perusing interview after interview
with Paddy this year, he would acknowledge the seven-year absence of 
a new Prefab album, then retort he's been "very, very busy" this
entire time and wants to release material more frequently in the future.
From my limited vantage point, I honestly see no reason (save a financial
one) why from now on we all can't be holding a new Prefab CD in our grubby 
hands every year-and-a-half or so.  They've got the studio (Andromeda 
Heights), Paddy (for the time being) has taken to wearing the producer's hat,
and, according to lore and conventional wisdom, there's enough backlog
material written to last the band indefinitely.  I certainly would have
loved popping in such fabled concept albums as "Total Snow" or "A Symphony
of Snowflakes" this past Christmas.  An excuse of Paddy's was that he
was "sidetracked" by many different side projects along the way,
then finally focused upon completely an album, that being 'AH'.

I believe one question is simply trying to delineate who Prefab's audience
is these days.  Pop afficianados, musicians, and music critics, right?
It was hard enough to take a stab at this back when "Jordan" was released,
let alone in today's musical climate.  In 1997, there's a mainstream demand
for pop music, though today it's often wearing sampled breakbeats or 
slight kitchiness (ala Beck, the Cardigans, etc) as opposed to starry-eyed
lushness of 'AH'.  Then again, Prefab were never one to be entirely 
defineable in any current music scene.  Though, as a portion 
of a great article in Pulse magazine mentioned this summer (an article 
I'm still trying to get ahold of for the Newsletter), there's no reason that
Sony/Epic couldn't have pushed songs from 'AH' onto American adult contemporary
radio, thus creating/renewing an interest of the band here in the States.
Conversely, Paddy's refusal to do videos and tour is largely justified,
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but an unplugged appearance on Jools Holland's show in the UK could do
nothing but good.

Now, what am I driving at here?   Well, nothing really more than adding
to this list's chorus that Paddy/Prefab need to surface a bit more than 
usual.  Remember, not every album has to be an epic like "Jordan".  The 
rougher DIY production feel of "Protest Songs" is a major part of it's 
charm.  Even an album with just Paddy at the piano/guitar, ala Jimmy Webb's 
recent "Ten Easy Pieces", though a tad trendy at the moment, has 
jaw-dropping potential.  As mentioned earlier, I'm sure at
this stage finances plays a key role in all of this (when don't they?) ... 
see Sony/Epic's apparent refusal for American distribution of 'AH' as 
an example.  Perhaps Prefab & Kitchenware could kick things a bit more
indie at this stage, and just start releasing things a bit
lower-key but more often, Stereolab being a choice role-model.  As we 
know, the critics and music press (the UK ones, at least) will always 
give Prefab the time of day and then some 'til the cows come home.

All of these thoughts might be classified as nothing more than naive
and uneducated, but they've been voiced by others elsewhere, I'm sure.
If nothing else, it'll hopefully spark some thoughts & conversation,
and eventually provide insight to many of us.  BTW, I wouldn't even classify
myself as a "hardcore" Prefab fan (does/can such a person even exist?) ...
the term doesn't seem to lend itself.  I simply know I like what I hear.

- Including in this issue is the first half of the Prefab article in 
the May '97 MOJO (sold out, BTW).  The second half (included in issue #14)
had an interview with Paddy.  This part is a very well-written review
(it's MOJO, what did you expect?) of 'Andromeda Heights'.  It's
definitely opinionated, and if you've heard 'AH', you're bound to 
disagree with some of his comments, but that's seemingly part of 
a rock critic's job.  If you're listening, thanks again MOJO.

- In other news, was surfing the Saint Etienne web page 
(www.saint.etienne.net), and uncovered the following.  Apparently Kylie 
Minogue covered "If You Don't Love Me" (as well as Saint Etienne's "Nothing
Can Stop Us") on her "Confide in Me" single, which coincidentally
was produced by Bob Stanley and Pete Wiggs of Saint Etienne.  Anyone
hear this/own this?  Would love to get some feedback on it.

Thanks for sitting through my editorial comments.  I hope it didn't 
come off as too "fannish" - I try to keep an objective view when it 
comes to bands/arists I'm a fan of.  Also, thought I'd break my 
customary tradition on the Newsletter and voice a few opinions.  I'd 
appreciate hearing any additional comments/responses you might have.  
Remember, this isn't just a newsletter, but a soundboard as well.  
Anyway, on with the show, and you've been wished a prosperous 1998.

- Ryan, who's still waiting for a Prefab/jazz combo version of "Nightingales".

************************************************************************
FROM: MOJO - May '97 (Thanks MOJO)
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"Stars in his frets"
Two global concept albums and a movie abandoned, Paddy McAloon returned 
to "the centre of operations, Romantic Song" and finished his first 
album in six years.  Chris Ingham is entranced by the result and talks to 
its author. 

PREFAB SPROUT - "Andromeda Heights" 
(Literally long-awaited follow-up to "Jordan: The Comeback".  Written, 
produced, and largely played by Paddy McAloon.)

      Once, while listening to Prefab Sprout's "Protest Songs", wide-eyed in 
admiration at the musical facility, the poetic imagination, the sheer 
individuality of it all, my friend had a near-allergic reaction, 
announced that the music was revolting and left to lie down for an hour 
to recover.

Even as a supporter, I knew what he meant.  Sometimes there's a 
whispery preciousness, a cavalier I-thought-of-it-it-must-be-good whimsy 
to Paddy's work that - if he insists on pursuing a twee idea into the 
ground (Dublin from "Protest Songs" or Michael from "Jordan: the 
Comeback", for example) and it catches you in the wrong mood - makes you 
want to push his face in.

Sprout advocates, however, have Paddy McAloon as a maverick pop 
genius, one of its great chordsmiths and melodists, a lyricist of range and 
ambition, a songwriter of daring originality and fiercely individual 
discernment.  Artists like that always divide the room, but anyone 
remotely interested in the possibilities of the pop song will want to 
know where he's at these days.

The albums have never been less than intriguing.  The debut "Swoon" 
(1984) remains a breathtakingly impressive record with more jump-cut 
melodies, quasi-jazz/fusion changes and oblique lyrical twists than the 
ears can intially make sense of.  "Steve McQueen" (1985) was as rich but 
more streamlined, benefiting from a taut Thomas Dolby production and the 
majestic breatkthrough single, When Love Breaks Down.  "From Langley 
Park to Memphis" (1988) had a clutch of radio-friendly hits and the 
lushest sound yet, then following the stripped down, for-the-fans feel 
of "Protest Songs" (released in 1989, recorded in 1986) there was 
"Jordan: the Comeback" (1990), an ostentatious, mixed metaphor of an 
album (Elvis/God/Jesse James) which combined the sublime (Looking 
for Atlantis, One of the Broken) with the disastrous (the title track, 
Michael) in a muddled whole that seemed somewhat overblown even then.

Since then, a couple of newies on "The Best Of", a couple of cowboy 
strum-a-longs for Jimmy Nail's "Crocodile Shoes" and that's it.  The 
period between albums five and six was longer than that covering the 
first five.  And at last, here it is, McAloon's sky, space and stars album.

Breathe out.  It's splendid.  Not in that panoramic, reverby, 
hi-it's-God-here manner, but rather the opposite.  It's a wan, inviting 
record, immediately likeable and trustworthy.  Sonically, it's more 
attractive than "Jordan" or "Langley Park".  The Christmas keyboards and 
shimmering Stepford Wives backing vocals have been toned down and 
there's no power snare, allowing McAloon's essential wisdom and humanity 
to shine through all the brighter.
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Of course, if you found the lyrical conceits and artsy muzak of 
previous Sprout efforts hard to take, then parts of this will probably 
still bring you out in a rash.  But there's such modesty and 
straightforwardness to much of this music that you may find yourself 
responding to Prefab Sprout in a way you've not done previously;  with a 
full heart.

The tone is set with the opener Electric Guitars, an elegant Beatle 
reverie.  Resplendent acoustic guitars in an irresistibly polite lope 
and a song, once heard, you've known all your life.  Paddy's still 
singing like the wind is in his hair, but this time he's not in the 
Grand Canyon, he's right in your ear.  He's back, you're in, he's got you.

Later, there is a couple of delicately-handled  
coveting-your-neighbour's-wife songs, Swans and Anne-Marie, both take 
the musical and moral path of restraint.  "Go on, time for you to sail 
back to his side," he sings in Swans, casting himself as a fox "hiding",  
swathing his beautiful vocal in rippling vibraphone and sighing 
strings.  If this song is an indication of the quality of the Zorro The  
Fox project, Disney - make that film.  The hero of Anne-Marie ("I have a 
history of wanting what I cannot have/This time it's you") has wobblier  
resolve but a no less sumptuous setting.  The arrangements on both 
tracks are complex and detailed but discreet and superbly realised, 
entirely at the service of these substantial, involving songs.  Wonderful.

Whoever You Are is a marvellously old-fashioned, stupidly romantic 
soft-rock ballad, of the sort that Sinatra recorded in the late '60's, and 
although it's done well enough here it's crying out for a grizzled old 
saloon singer to give it some weight. (Send it to Tony Bennett, he's the 
only one left).  Actually, several of McAloon's songs deserve 
re-examination (Nightingales is a gem of a song but a baubled nightmare 
on "Langley Park") and in the absence of the Unplugged special, time for 
a producer-led o euvre album, I think.

The title track, following a gorgeous prelude, is an enchanting Brian 
Wilsonesque waltz with a Building a Home metaphor for setting such a 
good example of how to live, everyone wants to be part of it. Sounds 
like the beginnings of a cult, but it warms the heart, somehow.  It has 
a pull.

Fifth Horseman and Avenue of Stars have an uphill struggle convincing 
us of the song's premise("Love is the fifth horseman of the apocalypse" 
and "Love is an avenue of stars" respectively) but it's Paddy's world, 
we have to trust his judgement and go with him.  Fifth Horseman just 
about survives;  a good tune with searing harmonica and the closest the 
album gets to the rumblebass rocking they did so well on Appetite and 
Cars And Girls.  Avenue Of Stars doesn't really make it.  The image 
isn't pulled together into anything coherent or communicative and it's 
one of a couple of examples of misjudged, over-arranged tinkering on the 
album (the disappointing Spectoresque single Prisoner Of The Past being 
the other).  It sounds like a demo of a new synth where all the sounds 
are tried out at once.  And while I'm grumbling, I could have done 
without the X-Files whistle and the uptight ITV drama saxophone all over 
the record.  There, done.

There are two songs, Mystery Of Love and Life's A Miracle, that seem 
to me to be the unlikely emotional heart of the album.  The lyrics are 
cliches, platitudes of Susan Polls Schultz proportions ("What you see in 
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me I'll never know/That's the myster of love", "Tell someone you love 
the/There's always a way") and the music is near-prosaic, yet there's a 
simple, powerful beauty that makes these songs almost pure  experience.  
The skin tingled, the eyes watered.  Seriously.  That's not just music, 
it's magic.  

"Cynics will marvel," he sings on the song Andromeda Heights.  Here
and there Paddy, I was on my knees.  Business as usual, then.

*******************************************************************************
From: James Boswell <boswell@rhodes.edu>
Subject: Just A Thought

Good to get the newsletter again.  Perfect timing, too, because I just
started listening to Andromeda Heights again after taking a two month
vacation.  I wore the thing out this summer, during which time my
girlfriend told me she would heave something large and unwielding
through a window if she heard "Anne Marie" one more time.  But last
night while watching "Pillow Talk," with Rock Hudson and Doris Day, she
had a change of heart.  In the movie, Rock Hudson plays a rakish
songwriter who woos all his many girlfriends with the same song over and
over again.  Sometimes its called "Emma," sometimes its called
"Marie"--all depends on the girl in his apartment at the time.  Anyway,
the song bears more than a passing resemblance to Paddy's wonderful
"Anne Marie," even down to the way the lyric repeats the girl's name at
the end of each line of the main melody.  "You are my inspiration . . .
Marie / My love sensation . . . Marie."  Something like that.  And when
Rofck sang the tune to Marie, my girlfriend and I looked at each other
and laughed out loud. She thereby officially declared the end to her
Andromeda Heights moratorium.  All of which raises another question:
could "Anne Marie" have been inspired by "Pillow Talk"?  Surely Rock
Hudson and Doris Day movies fall squarely within the confines of Paddy's
wonderfully peculiar sensibility.  And doesn't Andromeda Heights recall
the pre-Elvis days of lush orchestral pop music?  Just a thought.

Another thought.  I would love to see a Prefab Sprout Guitar Tab page.
I know a few numbers, some of the easier ones (!) and would be willing
to type them out if others out there thought they had some tricky chords
to show us all.  I am particularly interested in learning the chords to
"Diana" and "Cruel," both of which have baffled me for nearly a decade.

All the best!

Marshall Boswell
boswell@rhodes.edu
*******************************************************************************

From: Debrah LaRue <darkpoet@best.com>
To: Bassler <basslerp@musu2.slu.edu>
Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout E-Newsletter #14

Hello
Madame Darkpoet here
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Thanks for the newsletter!
I found Andromeda Heights down the street at a store in Sunnyvale CA.
(Silicon Valley) So it's here in the SF Bay Area (as an import of
course) I had to keep calling actually because they kept selling out! At
the import price of $26.00, I'm sure they only bought a few at a
time...but still it took me several weeks to finally catch it in stock.
They also carry used CD's and I was thumbing through looking for
Goth/Industrial goodies as usual. I was shocked to find a used copy of
Steve McQueen/Two Wheels Good! I ran up to the Manager (luckily, he
knows me and even stocks my poetry book for sale) and said "This isn't
possible...SOMEONE SOLD YOU A PREFAB SPROUT CD"???!!!
But then I once had my entire collection of Dead Can Dance imports
etc...stolen from my car and then THE THIEVES sell them to used stores,
so that just HAD to be it! I couldn't handle it, so I bought it MYSELF
for $6.99 and gave it to a radical "Gothy" friend and said "It's not
Clan of Xymox or The Cure or Skinny Puppy...Cocteau twins, Delerium etc.
BUT LISTEN TO IT ANYWAY DAMMIT! I also found an old Roxy music follow up
band of Eno/Manzanara called "801" from the late seventies CD called
"Listen Now" that day, such luck! I will have the nerve to say it's as
good (great) as anything Prefab's done! 
I'm still trying to adjust to the light pop/simpler lyrical style of
Andromeda Heights...Jordan and back, so lush and thick and I love Thomas
Dolby's personal work and could always hear his influence and I loved
that marriage. I was disappointed that Dolby didn't produce Paddy's new
one...but I can understand why Paddy would want to produce his own work.
If it's not a genius like Dolby, you're work can be destroted. I have
had the unpleasant experience of having my first  book of poems and
edited it. I had to pull out some and shorten others! (I loved it when
the 'editor' corrected my spelling from colour to color etc. a riot!) I
had to UN edit their destruction.   
Actually Prefab has been up there with Clan of Xymox for the past decade
for me as personal favorites...talk about opposites...ah well...we
musicians/artists/writers etc. are left of center and expected to be
odd/eccentric (see: A Fine Madness)

Have a better one (if you're a Bladerunner fan too?)
Debrah
Dark Poets Society
*******************************************************************************

From: Max Malagnino <rain@mail.nole.alpcom.it>
To: Bassler <basslerp@musu2.slu.edu>
Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout E-Newsletter #14
Hi Ryan,

since so many people talk about Deacon Blue, I'd like to let them know
that Ricky Ross has a new solo album out called "New Recording". It's on
a label called Internazionale and only 3,000 copies have been printed
(I'd like to know who the other 2,999 are...).

Cheers,
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From: "heidi t." <heidi8@cris.com>
To: Bassler <basslerp@musu2.slu.edu>
Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout E-Newsletter #14

I was popping around the SONY site, and discovered that on a new
compilation called 
   Fizz Pop Modern Rock Vol 2  
   EPIC/LEGACY
there's a song called When Love Breaks Down, which can only be from Prefab
Sprout, don't you think?
The url I was at, for ordering, was
http://thestore.sonymusic.com/thestore/music.asp?selection_id=065255

*******************************************************************************
From: <bpoole@CapAccess.org>
Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout E-Newsletter #14

Hello!
Thanks for sending the Prefab Newsletter.  I thought that I was a fan
until I started searching the web and finding all these pages.  Anyway,
I thought I would send you my fav's list and also had a question. First
off, my fav's are 1.Album-Jordan 2. Fav song-Looking for Atlantis 3. Least-
Hard to say, probably off Andromeda Heights 3 4. other bands- the usual
crowd...XTC, Jellyfish, Beatles, Martin Newell.  Secondly, I was very curious
about the Prefab bootleg scene.  I was wondering if there was some sort of
list of what is out here in web land.  I'm very interested in getting video
material and audio too.  Did anyone tape the last TV appearences when Prisoner
came out in the UK? Are there concerts taped?  I checked out the deltanet
page and there was a wanted list by some folks, but not one of what is 
available to trade for.  Anywasy, if you have any info I would greatly
appreciate it.  Thanks again for taking the time to do the list.
TED POOLE  
Bpoole@capaccess.org
*******************************************************************************

From: "Hill, Christopher J" <Christopher.Hill@PSS.Boeing.com>
Subject: Survey answers

Hi, Ryan -

Here's my survey.  Still scanning the net for new singles off AH,
but I'm afraid that might be it for this album.  Now the long wait for 
another release.  :)  Maybe Paddy will put out the Zorro soundtrack, or 
HEY!  the Christmas album, Total Snow...

-------------------------
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Name/E-mail/URL:  Chris Hill, chillout@gte.net (home)

How you got into Prefab Sprout:  College years ('83-'87), Two Wheels
Good was the album of choice.  To this day, there is no other album that
evokes the feeling of top down, sunny summer day driving better than TWG,
though the new Ivy (Apartment Life) might be a contender down the line.

Favorite album:  Two Wheels Good (you always love your first...).

Favorite song(s):  Faron, If You Don't Love Me, The Golden Calf,
Appetite, Technique, Just Because I Can, Life's a Miracle 
("tell someone you love them...").

Least Favorite song(s):  Love ALL the albums.  Disappointed with some of
the earlier b-sides after the effort to find them (Vendetta, Dandy of
the Danube).  I was hoping for another LIMOGES.

Other bands/artists you dig:  Lloyd Cole, Blue Nile, Curve, Everything
but the Girl, American Music Club/Mark Eitzel, Replacements/Paul Westerberg,
Single Gun Theory, Red House Painters, Dead Can Dance, Julia Fordham,
Sidewinders/Sand Rubies, Love and Money, the Church, Tragically Hip, and
the Pursuit of Happiness.

Misc:  Highly recommend any/all of the other bands above.  If anyone 
doesn't know a band above and checks them out, I'd love to hear their
reaction (or e-mail me for a description and a recommended first 
purchase).  I enjoy making mix tapes to indoctrinate my friends 
to my favorite music.  With a big number of musical faves, 
there's ALWAYS a new cd to look forward to (seven of the above, at 
last count) and new groups to discover.  It's only been the last 
couple of years that I've gotten into AMC and the Red House
Painters, which has been fun, an overload of great music all at once
with the back catalog.

Chris Hill

*******************************************************************************

From: Carlos Rogerio <rogerboy@callnet.com.br>
Subject: Prefab Sprout questionnaire

Name/E-mail/URL:RogŽrio/rogerboy@callnett.com.br

How you got into Prefab Sprout:Listtening a friend's tape after the
rehearsal of my band (it was 1989). Well, in a certain way this changed 
my life.

Favorite album: Hard to say, but let's go: Two Wheels & Jordan.

Favorite song(s): Harder... Bonny, Cars & Girls, Johnny Johnny, Mercy, 
Life of surprises...
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Least Favorite song(s): Swans, Steal your Thunder, Life's a Miracle.... 

Other bands/artists you dig: Thomas Dolby, Oasis, Billy Bragg, Sting, ebtg

*******************************************************************************
*******************************************************************************

PREFAB SPROUT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name/E-mail/URL:
How you got into Prefab Sprout:
Favorite album:
Favorite song(s):
Least Favorite song(s):
Other bands/artists you dig:
Misc:

E-mail this to: bassler@usa.net

******************************************************************************* 
  PREFAB SPROUT RELATED URL's

Temporary archive of past PS E-Newsletters ->
http://206.58.71.112/prefab

Bedford's Prefab Page ->  
http://users.deltanet.com/~plockton/sprout.html

Elfasih's Prefab page -> 
http://www.xs4all.nl/~elfasih/muziek/prefabs.html

Doc Savage's Prefab page ->
http://www.ddm-international.com:80/savage/prefab.htm

Julienne's Prefab page ->
new page still under construction

Mark Kolmar's Prefab discography ->
http://www.xnet.com/~mkolmar/music/Prefab_Sprout.html

Ola Sjostrand's Prefab page ->
http://www.prefab.demon.co.uk/

"Prefab Sprout"'s Prefab page ->
http://members.tripod.com/~prefab/

Thomas Dolby's page (The Flat Earth Society) ->
http://www.tdolby.com/
*******************************************************************************
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